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About me
Hi, I’m David.
I’m a copywriter.
And I’m not just any copywriter — my professional background
is in marketing and branding. I know how to use copy to position your brand offer so it resonates with your audience, attracts
leads, and converts them into customers. I’m about strategy, psychology, and results, not just pretty-sounding words.
Most of my work has been for event brands, entrepreneurs, education companies, and public sector organisations, though I can
apply my skills to any sector.
I haven’t worked for big brands or many names you’d recognise.
My copy hasn’t won any awards. But you know what it has done
— gotten results. Whether it’s product sales, lead generation, or
getting people to support values-based causes, my writing has
helped brands smash their targets time and time again.
This sample book gives you a flavour of what I can do.
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Why work with me?
Strategic copy that connects you with your audience and get results.
I started my career at a newspaper a couple of decades ago.

ous brand voices and audiences — all I need is a set of brand

My background in publications design means I think about

The presses would roll at the same time each day, so you

guidelines and a few key pieces of supporting information.

how your copy will look, not just how it sounds. I can even

had to ship your work on time — no ifs or buts. That gave me

And if you don’t have those, I can help you create them.

support with creative design and print or eBook formatting if

the discipline to write accurately and hit my deadlines. And it

you need it.

taught me how to get maximum value from limited space us-

Lots of copywriters talk about how much they love writing.

ing only carefully chosen words and their presentation.

And sure, their words probably sound nice. But nice writing is

In short, I’m a versatile, strategy-led copywriter who can

not enough. Good copy persuades, creates desire, sells, and

help you connect with your audience and get results.

Since then, I’ve worked on everything from branding projects

encourages action from the reader. It’s as much about psy-

and billboard ads to SEO web content and eBook editing. And

chology as it is about writing.

I’ve written company mission statements and built brand

its goals, please get in touch.

voice from scratch in-house, so I understand things from the

My background in marketing means I write to get results,

client’s side.

not just to sound good. I’ve studied the art of persuasion and
behavioural economics. I know how to position your offer so

My main services are copywriting, copyediting, and brand

it will resonate with your audience and make them take the

voice and strategy.

actions you require to meet your goals. And I can do it without sounding sales-y, so it strengthens your brand voice and

I specialise in email marketing, landing pages, web content, and creative ads. I can work across styles to suit variDAVID KINGSBURY | COPYWRITING SAMPLES

If I sound like someone who can help your business achieve

sounds natural to the reader.

How to contact me
You can either email me, DM me on Twitter, or book a discovery call if you want to talk business.

Web Content
I write engaging SEO web content
to an exceptionally high standard.
My pieces have been curated and published by some
of the most selective online editorial boards going.
I specialise in 1,000 — 2,000 word articles
on topics such as:
» Personal development
» Productivity
» Self-directed learning
» Life skills
» Health & wellbeing
» Personal finance
Here’s a selection of my recent content writing »
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WEB ARTICLE

The Top Three Resources For
Those Looking to Become a
Professional Coach

Client: The Startup
Project details: With over 750k followers, The Startup is one
of the most popular publications on the internet. It’s also one
of the hardest to get published in. In 2021, they put a call out
asking for articles on coaching resources. I used my experience working as a coach to write an article recommending
three key resources for new coaches, which the editorial team
selected for publication. I’ve shown the introduction here, but
you can read the full 1500 word article on the link below.
Read the full article here.
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WEB ARTICLE

A Complete Guide to Productivity

Client: The Ascent
Project details: The Ascent is an online personal development
publication with 150k followers. They have been kind enough
to publish a few of my pieces, but this one from 2020 exemplifies what I do best.
I have written extensively about productivity. It’s a hot topic,
but there’s a lot of noise in the space. So I wanted to provide
people with a set of principles to help them identify what to
prioritise and give them a framework for thinking about efficiently working towards their goals. The result was this 3,000word ultimate productivity guide, which you can read on the
link below.
Read the full article here.
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WEB ARTICLE

Why Practical Application
is the Best Way to Learn

Client: Mind Cafe
Project details: Mind Cafe is a psychology, wellbeing, and happiness-focused online publication with 130k readers. Despite
being notoriously hard to get published in, they have featured
multiple pieces of mine. This one about non-academic learning methods, with actionable advice aimed at self-directed
learners, has been a source of consistently solid praise. You
can read the full 1500 word article on the link below.
Read the full article here.
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Marketing Emails
I love email marketing.
While everyone has spent the last decade chasing shiny new objects in the social media world,
good old email has been there in the background, quietly doing its thing. And I’ve been
right there with it.
I’ve written all kinds of marketing emails from
welcome sequences, product sales, and event
invites to newsletters and charity campaigns. My
copy has been delivered to millions of people’s
inboxes, and I’m incredibly proud of my results.
Here are a few copy samples and statistics
showing the kind of campaign performance I
can generate »
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MARKETING EMAILS

Business Skills Workshops invite

Client: Nottingham Trent University
Project details:
Nottingham Trent University collaborated with their Students’ Union to deliver Student Enterprise Week, a programme of free business skills workshops to support student entrepreneurs.
The week featured talks from successful startup founders and a Dragon’s Den-style competition
where entrepreneurs competed for seed funding for their business ideas.
I wrote a series of conversational, targeted promotional emails that resulted in hundreds of
workshop sign-ups. Here’s one of the simple email invitations I sent to Nottingham Business
School students, featuring a clear value proposition and CTA. The subject line was Don’t miss
out >> FREE business workshops for student entrepreneurs. This email alone generated a couple
hundred sign-ups in a short window.
My role: Creative direction, marketing strategy, copywriting
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MARKETING EMAILS

Housing Fair invite

Client: NTSU
Project details:
One of the ways NTSU supports its members is by running a housing fair promoting accredited
accommodation providers from around the city. Student housing is a competitive market, and not
all providers operate in good faith. This fair protects students by ensuring all vendors meet health
& safety requirements, are financially secure, legally compliant, and offer value for money. It also
generates significant revenue for the organisation.
I wrote a marketing campaign promoting the convenience and peace of mind the fair provides for
students. Here is one of the email invitations, which had this emoji-tastic subject line:
Win £500 towards next year’s rent
Fair
Tues 9th Nov.

📅

💰💰💰 and find your new home 🏠 at the NTSU Housing

The successful campaign resulted in hundreds of fair attendees and £100,000s combined revenue for the vendors.
My role: Creative direction, marketing strategy, copywriting
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MARKETING EMAILS

Election voting campaign email
Client: NTSU
Project details: I’ve written copy for the Higher Education sector for a long
time. Of all the subjects I’ve written marketing content for, one consistently
under-performs all others when it comes to audience engagement — student democracy.
I have come to see campaigns in this area as a personal challenge, often approaching the topic obliquely to capture the curiosity of people who would
be turned off by a head-on message about voting in elections.
Here’s an example of one of the highest performing election campaign
emails I’ve written. It even prompted a reader to reply with the pictured response commending the email — something unheard of in the sector.
In 2022, I wrote a weeklong daily email sequence encouraging NTU students
to vote in their elections, which led to a record election turnout for the university — one of the highest in the UK. The spikes on the graph correspond
to the daily emails that were sent, showing their impact on voter turnout.
(The lack of spikes on 13-14 March covers the weekend period when no
emails were sent.)
My role: Creative direction, marketing strategy, copywriting
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MARKETING EMAILS

Campaign performance
One of the many wonderful things about email marketing is
how easily you can measure results. These statistics show
how my sales emails and newsletters across industries including education, events, food & beverage, and non-profit
perform.
Get in touch if you’d like to see similar performance from
your email campaigns.
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Creative
Advertising
I’ve been obsessed with billboards
and magazine ads since I was a kid.
The combination of creative design and clever writing that creates a whole greater than the
sum of its parts is why I got into this game in
the first place.
Creative ads are hands down some of my favourite projects to work on. The ads in this section are a selection of concept pitches and spec
projects that showcase the creative side of my
work »
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Just Use Teams
campaign

Client: Just Use Teams / One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create posters encouraging Microsoft to slash its giant
CO2 emissions from corporate flights, by using its own videoconferencing platform, Teams, instead. (Same-day deadline.)
I pitched several ideas for this brief but these were the strongest two. I received positive feedback on all the work I presented, but I’m particularly happy with the copy on the first variation.
I also like how the copy and image on the second variation
work together to offer a twist on the classic postcard line people would write after flying off somewhere exotic.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Battersea pet advice
campaign

Client: Battersea Rescue Centre / One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create posters to promote the extensive pet advice from
Battersea. (Same-day deadline.)
These were just quick ideas using stock imagery, but I’m fond
of the one on the right.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Jameson Orange
Halloween campaign

Client: Jameson Whiskey/ One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create billboard-style posters that encourage people
to raise spirits this Halloween with the new Jameson Orange
drink. (Same-day deadline.)
I only had a few minutes to throw these together, so I kept the
design simple and let the copy do the talking. I pitched several
copy variations for this brief, and these three were all favourably received.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Yorkshire Menu
campaign

Client: Welcome To Yorkshire Industry / One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create posters to position Yorkshire as the food & drink
capital of the UK, challenging the perception that the county
is just about Yorkshire Puddings and hearty food. (Same-day
deadline.)
People have a positive emotional reaction to food images, so
the obvious approach here was to leverage this by using fullbleed shots of attractive food spreads (sourced from stock)
then hone the message with the copy line.
I pitched several ideas for this brief. These two were both
shortlisted.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Wickes home installation
service campaign
Client: Wickes / One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create posters to support the launch of Wickes’ Fitted
Home Office range and home installation service. (Same-day
deadline.)
This idea hinges on the dual meaning of “installation.” A word
which immediately makes me think of software installation.
This idea was reinforced by the fact that software and living
spaces can both be “upgraded.”
I used this shared language to develop a concept that tied together both types of upgrade installations; software and living
spaces.
I overlaid a familiar-looking software installation screen on the
client-supplied photograph to visually communicate the simplicity afforded by Wickes’ service with a touch of humor.
This submission was shortlisted.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Quooker 3-in-1 tap
campaign

Client: Quooker / One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create posters to promote the Quooker 3-in-1 tap
(Same-day deadline.)
Quooker taps have a USP of being the only tap that can provide both chilled and 100°C boiling water. They also have a
classic, stylish design. I came up with a few copy ideas emphasising these features. Product shots were provided by the
client.
My “Chilled, sparking, boiling” entry was shortlisted, while the
“Running hot and cold” entry was popular with the Twitter
community.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Polluta campaign

Client: Polluta / One Minute Briefs
Brief: Create posters encouraging Toyota to stop lobbying
against climate regulations, and switch over to making 100%
battery electric vehicles instead. (Same-day deadline.)
I love a good ethical campaign brief and enjoyed this one immensely. For those who don’t know, the Toyota logo was designed to represent a bull. I immediately saw the potential to
modify the logo to include an electric plug on the bull’s tail.
With that done, I also saw an opportunity to play on the dual
meaning of the word “charge”, which relates to a bull’s natural
behaviour and to electric vehicle batteries. I thought this was a
strong marriage of copy and design.
I highlighted the ev in revolution green as a subtle design
touch referencing electric vehicles.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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C R E AT I V E A D S

Air Fryers campaign

Client: One Minute Briefs
The brief was simple: Create posters to advertise #AirFryers
No specific brand or product, no target market, no USP. Usually, I like to have a little more information to chew on, but sometimes the freedom of a simple brief can be a lot of fun. And
sometimes you hit upon an idea that works so well there’s no
need to overthink it. Especially when you don’t have any detailed info to go on.
And those are the conditions under which this ad was created.
It must have been all of ten minutes from me reading the brief
to shipping the work. Despite (or perhaps because of) the
speedy execution, this was one of the winning entries.
My role: Copywriting, creative direction, design
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Reports &
Brochures
All organisations need corporate literature
for internal use, to attract customers,
or to inform stakeholders.
I’ve been writing brand brochures and company report content for a long time, using a mix
of statistics, case studies, interviews, project
summaries, and corporate profiles to tell an engaging brand story that shows companies in
their best light.
Here are a couple of recent examples »
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ANNUAL REPORTS

Interviews
& case studies

Client: NTSU
Project details: This client publishes an annual impact report
for their stakeholders. I coordinated this project, collating and
editing statistics and stories into a narrative that shows the
highlights and impacts of the year’s activity.
For this project, I interviewed several people who have benefitted from the charity’s work. It was a privilege to hear and tell
their stories, which I did through a series of case studies presented in the publication.
My role: Creative direction, communication strategy, interview
brief, copyediting
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CO M PA N Y B R O C H U R E S

Corporate profiles

Client: NTSU
Project details: When NTSU recruited their new CEO, they
asked me to rewrite their recruitment pack. Alongside all the
standard role information and company details, I wrote a corporate profile for NTU — one of the UK’s leading universities —
and a profile of Nottingham city, highlighting its history, cultural heritage, and key attributes to help attract top talent for the
role.
My role: Creative direction, communication strategy, copywriting, copyediting
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Landing Pages
Landing pages can make
or break a marketing campaign.
That’s why I’ve spent a long time studying what
makes them work.
Structure, layout, copy, and design all play their
part, and I consider all of these aspects when I
write a landing page.
The end result is a messaging flow and user experience that converts hard-won leads into customers »
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L A N D I N G PAG E S

Sales pages &
mailing list signups

Client: NTSU
Project details: For the last couple of years, I have developed the marketing strategy
for NTSU’s Welcome Week events. This digital strategy is centred on email marketing
and social media content that drives traffic to landing pages that sell their event tickets. I designed the landing pages around a mix of strong brand identity, an SEO-friendly value proposition, and social proof through photos and testimonials. These pages
have proved instrumental for lead generation and sales.
I’ve shown two landing pages from the campaign here. The first captures lead details
via a mailing list sign-up before the event information is confirmed. The second is a
sales page that gives people the option of buying an event pass on presale or paying a
deposit to reserve a pass while waiting for their university place to be confirmed. This
second option places them into a funnel that drives conversions once they confirm
their place.
The multi-stage strategy was wickedly effective. It created early brand engagement
with a new audience and generated six-figure revenue during a six-week sales window.
My role: Creative direction, marketing strategy, page design, copywriting
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L A N D I N G PAG E S

Event pages

Client: Notts Varsity
Project details: Nottingham’s two universities compete headto-head each year in a two-week Varsity series at premier
sporting venues across the city. In 2022, they asked me to
write the website content for their 20th Anniversary series. I
used a tagline of 30 sports, 2 teams, 1 trophy to highlight the
scale of the event and the prestigiousness of the prize, followed by a CTA for tickets on the homepage.
Digging deeper, I used the About page to explore the city’s
sporting heritage and the series history to build hype and drive
ticket sales. The site and supporting marketing campaign
were a success, shifting over 5,000 tickets in the first two
weeks after launch.
My role: Creative direction, marketing strategy, page design,
copywriting
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eBooks

I’ve recently been working with
entrepreneurs on their ebooks.
My background in publications design gives me
a unique skill set that allows me to support eBook authors with multiple services.
I offer ghostwriting, proofreading, copy editing,
and book formatting for anybody who wishes to
publish content in this format »
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EBOOKS

Copyediting, formatting,
& ghostwriting

Client: Alex & Books
Project details: Alex & Books has built a solid personal brand
around reading, self-directed learning, and book recommendations. With over 500,000 social media followers, he is also
well-respected for his insights on audience growth.
In 2021 he released an eBook of practical audience-building advice for content creators, which has sold worldwide. I
worked with him on the project as a proofreader and copyeditor. I also formatted the Kindle version of the eBook to make
the product more accessible to a wider audience.
My role: Proofreading, copyediting, ghostwriting,
eBook formatting.
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Wrapping Up

How to contact me

10 reasons to work with me . . .

You can either email me, DM me on Twitter, or book a discov-

1. I’m reliable. (Those newspaper deadlines were excel-

5. SEO skills. SEO is the secret sauce that gets your web

8. Jargon-free copy. Notice how lots of business writing

lent training).

content seen. As a marketer, I’m well-versed in SEO tech-

is full of generic buzzwords and jargon? Gross, isn’t it? There’s

niques and will use keyword-research to underpin any online

no quicker way to turn off customers than being impersonal.

content I write for you.

I write in everyday language that will make your customers

2. I bring big picture strategic thinking to my
work and always write with an objective in mind.
3. I have excellent attention to detail (what can I

6. I provide a flexible service level to suit your
needs. Not all jobs are equal — sometimes you want some

say — it’s the designer in me).

top-notch copy that will be a campaign cornerstone, other

4. I’m research-led. I don’t just guess what will work. I’ll

times you just need some quick content to plug a hole. So I
don’t take a one size fits all approach. Instead, we’ll prioritise

research your market and customers and combine this insight

your needs at the start of your project, and I’ll adapt my ser-

with the established principles of effective copywriting to give

vice according to what’s most important to you.

you laser-focused copy that hits the target.

7. I’ll give your brand a voice. I won’t just write copy
that informs your audience; I’ll make it resonate and connect
with them.
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ery call if you want to dive in and talk business.

love you.

9. I’m not just about writing. I’m about writing x human psychology x marketing strategy, and that’s a way more
potent mix.

10. Collaborative working. I understand how important your business is to you. I’m here to listen and help you
communicate to your customers clearly and effectively. I
bring expertise but I’m not here to impose my vision. It’s all
about you.

Testimonials

Some kind things people I have worked with have said about me . . .
“A lateral and contemporary thinker.”
— Ceri Davis, NTSU CEO

“Always someone you can go to when you want
new and innovative ideas.”
— Anonymous 360 feedback

“From writing copy with a strong brand voice
and impactful CTAs, to developing cross-platform marketing campaigns and targeted email
newsletters, his knowledge of brand strategy
is diverse. His guidance on that, and more, has
been invaluable to me and I hope we can work
together again one day.”
— Mackenzie Orrock, Copywriter

“A calm individual who thinks outside the box
and sees solutions where others see problems.
— Anonymous 360 feedback

“It’s been a huge pleasure to work with David.
He’s got a fantastic eye for detail, design, and
ensuring that digital projects have a well defined and achievable purpose.”
— Harry Vann, Web & Communications Consultant

“Encourages creativity that creates a sense of
excitement and develops fresh and innovative
solutions.”
— Anonymous 360 feedback

“David is an excellent collaborator and communicator who manages the complexities around
comms and branding strategy with ease and sensitivity to all stakeholders and their objectives.
His insight and input around brand voice, marketing campaigns, email marketing, and copywriting are invaluable, and he is an all-round
pleasant human being to work with.”
— Lucy Judd - Transition Team Manager, NTU
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“David has a natural flair for marketing & communications and it was a pleasure working with
him.
He is a strategic thinker with experience in copywriting, email marketing, brand and voice strategy, and I would not hesitate in recommending
him.”
— Jen Holmes, HR Manager

“David did an excellent job proofreading and editing my eBook 12 Universal Laws of Social Media
Creation.
As a writer, it’s valuable to have a fresh set of
eyes that can review and improve your rough
draft and David is someone you can trust to do
just that.
Thanks again for your help David.”
— Alex & Books

Ready for some fresh
copy that will elevate
your business?
Let’s talk
Email | Twitter | Book a call
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